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MARRAKESH BY NIGHT-DAR SOUKKAR  
 
JULY 18TH , 2017 
 The event, which was the highly anticipated opening in Marrakech
of "DAR SOUKKAR" gave the red city an exceptional place, unique in
 the heart of a framework full of 500 years of history. Located just a short
 distance from the Royal Palace of Marrakech, it is designed from the
ruins of a 16th century sugar factory, listed as a historical monument.
DAR SOUKKAR, which can accommodate up to 3000 people in good 
weather, was created for companies wishing to offer a magic place to
 their PR operations.  
Make your reservation online 
 
http://payment.isi2017.org/login/?redirect_to=/cart/ 
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NETWORKING EVENING (By invitation)  
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JULY 19TH , 2017
Beldi country

 
 

Berber Stylish Venue  Brilliant event venue with a strong 
Berber refine influence, the Beldi Country Club proposes
an authentic alternative to the night life trendy venues
of Marrakech with its typical traditional architecture
and its entrancing gardens.  Possibility to use several
places in the domain as the gardens, the Berber
Riad, traditional Berber tents and an impressive
ball room with nice Berber interior architecture.
The gastronomy is delicious and traditional for a
perfect service even for big events.   

http://payment.isi2017.org/login/?redirect_to=/cart/
http://payment.isi2017.org/login/?redirect_to=/cart/
http://payment.isi2017.org/login/?redirect_to=/cart/


GALA DINNER  
 

JULY 21TH, 2017 
 
CHEZ ALI RESTAURANT 
 
 
Bewitched by the songs and dances of folk groups, you’ll eat, listen 
and see something truly exceptional: a unique entertainment 
provided in an arena as large as a football field, a beautiful parade, 
unforgettable fantasia acrobats, traditional songs and dances… all 
this magic to the sound of a captivating music… magical! 
Magnificent! Memorable! Chez ali is all of that at once. Over the 
      years, the reputation of our show has expanded worldwide and 
            has become a must-see attraction during your stay in 
               marrakech. Our dancers, musicians, acrobats, riders, 
                magicians, all live and share their passions with  
                enthusiasm. Some evenings you can even spot a flying 
               carpet carrying a sultan traveling his way… worthy of 1001 
               nights… 
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http://payment.isi2017.org/login/?redirect_to=/cart/
http://payment.isi2017.org/login/?redirect_to=/cart/


CONTACT US 
Adresse: 4, Rue Turgot Quartier Racine 
Casablanca, 20000, Maroc 
 

Tél. : 00212 5 22 97 98 71 
Fax  : 00212 5 22 36 20 35 
 

Email : congres@stoursvoyages.com 
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